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19 Downstate: *Free Market Flavor* by Steve Zeitlin

25 Foodways: *The Big Concession* by Makalé Faber Cullen

28 Play: *Yankee Doodling* by John Thorn

29 In Praise of Women: *Maeve Flanagan* by Eileen Condon

32 Good Spirits: *Bed, Breakfast, and Ghosts* by Libby Tucker
FEATURES

3 Comfort in Cloth: The Syracuse University Remembrance Quilt by Dee Britton

8 Hallowed Ground Photographs by Martha Cooper

10 Ritual and Storytelling: A Passover Tale by Barbara Myerhoff; Introduction by Steve Zeitlin

16 A Trip to Poppies by Ashley Torregrossa

18 Filer-Machol: Couturier to “Our Crowd” by Mari S. Gold

28 Diatonisk and the Dulcimer by Nils R. Caspersson

38 One the Needle, Another the Thread: Ahiska in Syracuse by Felicia Faye McMahon

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

2 NYFS News

7 In Praise of Women: Elena Martínez by Eileen Condon

15 Play: That Dastardly Dime Novel by John Thorn

24 Upstate: New Immigrants in Black Buggies by Varick A. Chittenden

25 Downstate: City of Memory by Steve Zeitlin

26 Field Notes: Meet our Neighbors: The Nepali People of Bhutan by Felicia Faye McMahon

27 Good Spirits: Houses of Horror by Libby Tucker


36 Still Going Strong: Schooner Captain by Paul Margolis

37 Foodways: No Egg, No Cream by Lynn Case Ekfelt

41 Reading Culture: The Oral Tradition Goes Digital by Tom Van Buren

42 Books to Note
FEATURES

3 **Wise Fools, Foolish Virgins, and Dirty Tricksters:** *Gershon Legman and American Folk Humor* by Susan Davis

12 **Forty-Seven Years at 47 Phila Street:** *America’s Oldest Continuously Running Folk Coffeehouse* by Jocelyn Arem

20 **Words of Steel:** *Pete Seeger and the U.S. Navy Steel Band* by Andrew Martin

28 **Frontier New York:** *A Personal Experience* by Les Cleveland

36 **An Internet Tour of Bosnian Music** by Rick March

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

9 **Artist Profile:** *Pauline Yarema*

10 **Upstate:** *When the Flamingos Return to Canton* by Varick A. Chittenden

11 **Downstate:** *Talking Points* by Steve Zeitlin

19 **Reading Culture:** *A Problem of National Folklore* by Tom van Buren

26 **Good Spirits:** *Ghosts of Abandoned Hospitals* by Libby Tucker

27 **Play:** *Ah, Fib* by John Thorn

34 **Still Going Strong:** *NYPD Farrier* by Paul Margolis

35 **In Praise of Women:** *Lydia Fish* by Eileen Condon

42 **Foodways:** *Bravo Italiano!* by Lynn Case Efkelt

43 **Books to Note**
FEATURES

3 Anthropology 300: Creating a Quilt Community at Syracuse University by Susan S. Wadley

12 Humor, History and Tall Tales: Rereading the Adirondack College Student by Andrew Shawn Andermatt

16 Miss Fogarty’s Christmas Cake by Stanley A. Ransom

24 Here Was New York: Memorial Images of the Twin Towers by Kay Turner

35 Oral Culture and History Today: Joanne Shenandoah and Jack W. Gladstone by Linda Rosekrans

43 “It’s a Very Dynamic Moose”: Narrative, Creativity, and Memory in a Traditional Art by Andrea Kitta

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

10 Upstate by Varick A. Chittenden

11 Downstate by Steve Zeitlin

15 Announcements

22 Artist Profile: The Flint Sisters

23 Good Spirits by Libby Tucker

31 Foodways by Lynn Case Ekfelt

32 Books to Note

34 Play by John Thorn

41 Reading Culture by Tom van Buren

42 In Praise of Women: Janis Benincasa by Eileen Condon
FEATURES

10 The Absentminded Professor: A Case Study of an Academic Legend Cycle by Michael Taft

16 Mind-Builders: Training Youth Interns as Beginning Folklorists by Deidre Lynn Hollman

25 Hoops, Hebrews, and the Hudson River League by John Thorn

32 Voices of Others: Personal Narratives in the Folklife Festival by Barbara Cohen-Stratyner

40 Peeling the Pop: Exploring a Tradition in Orkney by Michael A. Lange

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

2 Announcements

3 Creative Ethnography: Don’t Anyone Walk Around Barefoot: Life in a College Town’s Second-Run Theater by Meg Nicholas

8 Upstate: From Gypsy Lane to Tupper Road to State Highway 310 by Varick A. Chittenden

9 Downstate: Urbanitas by Steve Zeitlin

14 Creative Writing: A Recipe from Grandmother’s Diary by Edward DeZurko

14 Letter to the Editor

15 E-Resources: More Than Just Text for Free by Kathleen Condon

30 Good Spirits: Ghosts That Refuse to Go Away by Libby Tucker

31 Foodways: Nick Tahou’s Garbage Plate by Lynn Case Ekfelt

37 Artist Profile: Alberta Nell Romano: The Story of My Dolls

38 In Praise of Women: Vaughn Ramsey Ward (1939-2001) by Eileen Condon

39 Play: Bruegel and Me by John Thorn

46 Reading Culture: The Press and Folk Arts by Tom van Buren

47 Books to Note
FEATURES


16 Dance and Diaspora in Brooklyn by Kay Turner and Nicole Macotsis

20 The Narrow Escape: The Facts of My Life by Gabriel Bol Deng

26 The Don Dance: An Expression of Karen Nationalism by Heather MacLachlan

35 Calico Indians: Festive Play in Acts of Resistance by Roger Abrahams

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

2 Announcements

15 E-Resources by Kathleen Condon

18 Upstate by Varick A. Chittenden

19 Downstate by Steve Zeitlin

25 Reading Culture by Tom van Buren

33 Foodways by Lynn Case Ekefelt

34 Play by John Thorn

42 Good Spirits by Libby Tucker

43 Books to Note
FEATURES

3 Piecing Together a Community: A Late Nineteenth-Century Friendship Quilt from Peterboro, New York by Shirley Morgan

12 Folklore E-Resources for All? Why Public Access Matters by Kathleen Condon

19 In the Midst of a Monastery: Filming the Making of a Buddhist Sand Mandala by Puja Sahney

24 A Grandmother’s Legacy by Virginia M. Scida

28 Immigrant Arts in Collaboration: Current Community Cultural Initiatives by Emily Socolov and Gabrielle M. Hamilton Introduction by Tom van Buren

34 Legend Quests by Libby Tucker

39 The Family Pond by John G. Hait

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

2 Announcements

10 Upstate by Varick A. Chittenden

11 Downstate by Steve Zeitlin

17 Foodways by Lynn Case Ekfelt

18 Bookshelf Essentials by Tom van Buren

27 Good Spirits by Libby Tucker

33 Obituary: Helen Schneyer

38 New York Folklore Society News

42 Play by John Thorn

43 Eye of the Camera by Martha Cooper

45 Book Reviews

47 Creative Nonfiction
FEATURES

3 Knitting It Together: A Case Study of a Sweater by Jill Breit

12 A Method to Our Madness by Miriam L. Wallach

14 The Underground Seen: Tunneling Legends on College and University Campuses by Vince DeFruscio and Charlie McCormick

20 Tyke's Ice Fishing Contest by Ruby Marcotte

23 “Thinking Culturally: An Insider’s Perspective”: A Panel from the New York Folklore Society’s Writing Folklore Conference

28 An Accordion Story: Following the Trail of Roxy and Nellie Caccamise by Christine F. Zinni

38 Murder and Mayhem, Tra-La! The Saugerties Bard by John Thorn

44 Poet Beyle Schaechter-Gottesman Receives National Heritage Award by Ethel Raim

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

2 New York Folklore Society News

10 Upstate by Varick A. Chittenden

11 Downstate by Steve Zeitlin

22 Foodways by Lynn Case Ekfelt

27 Bookshelf Essentials by Tom van Buren

35 Eye of the Camera by Martha Cooper

36 Obituary: Ken Lowe

45 Book Reviews
FEATURES

5 The Broom Closet by Andrea Dolloff, Introduction by Steve Zeitlin, and Photographs by Martha Cooper

10 Spectral Indians, Desecrated Burial Grounds by Libby Tucker

14 Legends, High School History Classes, and the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning by Sandra K. Dolby

20 Born to Giglio by Stephanie Trudeau

22 Flyin’ High: Kite Flying from the Silk Road to Roosevelt Avenue by Elena Martinez and Photographs by Martha Cooper

28 On the Trail of the Ugly Dog by Stanley A. Ransom

32 Employing Music in the Cause of Social Justice: Ruth Crawford Seeger and Zilphia Horton by Julia Schmidt-Pirro and Karen M. McCurdy

38 The Seabrook Education and Cultural Center: Telling the Story of a Japanese American Community in Southern New Jersey by Jack Shortlidge

46 Recollections of Collecting by James Spears

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

2 Field Notes: The New York Chinatown Senior Center by Meng Yu

4 New York Folklore Society News

8 Upstate: "You know you’re from upstate New York if..." by Varick A. Chittenden

9 Downstate: Chess Havens by Steve Zeitlin

19 Foodways: The Cheese Stands Alone by Lynn Case Ekfelt

31 Eye of the Camera: Beware Variable Aperture by Martha Cooper

37 Lawyer’s Sidebar: Roll Over, Woody Guthrie by Paul Rapp

43 Library Essentials: Reading the Global Context of Immigrant Folklore by Tom van Buren

44 Book Reviews
Obituary: Alf Evers

Announcements
FEATURES

6 The Vietnam Veterans Oral History and Folklore Project by Lydia Fish

8 War Stories: Vietnam Experiences Retold in Plastic, Dirt, and Paint by Varick Chittenden and Photographs by Martha Cooper

12 Validating the Vets: A Legacy of Experience and Service by Mary Zwolinski

14 Telling War Stories in Chemung County by Heather A. Wade

18 Everyday History Saved on Tape by Gregory M. Lamb

22 The Survival of Blackface Minstrel Shows in the Adirondack Foothills by Susan Hurley-Glowa

29 Infused with Spirit: National Heritage Fellow Chuck Campbell by Robert Stone

32 Catskill Folk Festivals: A Sense of the Dance of Life by Karyl Denison Eaglefeathers

36 "We Never Will Forget": Disaster in American Folksong from the Nineteenth Century to September 11, 2001 by Revell Carr

42 Burning Messages: Interpreting African American Fraternity Brands and Their Bearers by Sandra Mizumoto Posey

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

2 Field Notes

4 Upstate by Varick A. Chittenden

5 Downstate by Steve Zeitlin

21 Lawyer’s Sidebar by Paul Rapp

28 Eye of the Camera by Martha Cooper

31 Library Essentials by Tom van Buren

35 Foodways by Lynn Case Ekfelt

46 Media Bites by Jeff Bradbury

47 Book Reviews
FEATURES

6 Local Culture in the Global City: The Folklife of New York by Nancy Groce

14 The Black Madonna of East Thirteenth Street by Joseph Sciorra

18 Recognizing the "Cycles of Violence": Narrative Prototype as a Folk Story by Elaine J. Lawless

25 Cultivating Courage Through Play by Brian Sutton-Smith

29 Games Children Play(ed) by Stanley Ransom

36 Sirens of the Southern Tier by Libby Tucker

42 Political Resistance in Hungarian Dress by Eniko Farkas

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

2 New York Folklore Society News

3 Field Notes by Nancy Solomon

4 Upstate by Varick Chittenden

5 Downstate by Steve Zeitlin

13 Media Bites by Jeff Bradbury

23 Eye of the Camera by Martha Cooper

24 Foodways by Lynn Case Egfelt

41 Archival Questions by Nancy Johnson

45 Lawyer’s Sidebar by Paul Rapp

46 Book Reviews
FEATURES

6 Alan Lomax by Ray Allen and Ronald Cohen

11 Scientists as Storytellers by Steve Zeitlin

14 Helen Hartness Flanders: The Green Mountain Songcatcher by Nancy-Jean Ballard Seigel

22 Sacramental Artwork in American Churches: A Disappearing Heritage by Marek Czarnecki

30 Happy Birthday, Willy B! by Kay Turner with Kathleen Condon

34 Folklore in Archives: How the Norman Studer Papers Came to the University at Albany by Amy C. Schindler

40 The Queen of Mundillo: Rosa Elena Egipciaco by Elena Martínez

44 The Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann Archive of Traditional Irish Music by Ted McGraw

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

2 New York Folklore Society News

4 Upstate by Varick Chittenden

5 Downstate by Steve Zeitlin

13 Eye of the Camera by Martha Cooper

21 Foodways by Lynn Case Ekfelt

29 Lawyer’s Sidebar by Paul Rapp

43 Archival Questions by Nancy Johnson

46 Book Reviews
FEATURES

7 An Ethnography of the Saratoga Racetrack by Ellen McHale

12 The Making of an Exhibition by Amy Godine

22 Zillah by Thea Kluge

24 Old-Time Dance Music in Western New York by James Kimball

34 Cities within the City: B.A. Botkin’s New York by Michael L. Murray

39 Ruby Marcotte Remembers

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

2 New York Folklore Society News

4 Upstate by Varick Chittenden

5 Downstate by Steve Zeitlin

20 Eye of the Camera by Martha Cooper

21 Foodways by Lynn Case Ehfelt

32 On Air

33 Lawyer’s Sidebar by Paul Rapp

41 Archival Questions by Nancy Johnson

42 Obituaries

43 Announcements
FEATURES

4 Music and Art to Remember: The 2002 American Folklore Society Conference Photographs by Martha Cooper

10 Pinto Güira and His Magic Bullet: A Dominican Instrument Maker in Corona, Queens by Sydney Hutchinson

18 Salute to North Country Legends: Ten Years of TAUNY’s Heritage Awards by Jill Breit

26 Sacred Steel and the Empire State by Robert L. Stone

32 Emerging Traditions: Dance Performances of the Sudanese DiDinga in Syracuse by Felicia Faye McMahon

38 Celebrating Catskill Mountain Women: Family Stories, Community History by Melissa Ladenheim

43 Alan Lomax, 1915–2002

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

3 New York Folklore Society News

8 Upstate by Varick Chittenden

9 Downstate by Steve Zeitlin

16 Eye of the Camera by Martha Cooper

17 Foodways by Lynn Case Ekfelt

24 On Air: An interview with Francisca “Panchita” Davila conducted by Ladan Alomar and Mary Zwolinski

37 Archival Questions by Nancy Johnson

44 Lawyer’s Sidebar by Paul Rapp

45 Book Reviews

48 Announcements
FEATURES

6 Camp Woodland by Dale W. Johnson

14 The Alley: A Back Street History by Theodore Corbett

19 Alley Cats by Mick Green

21 The Great Document Exchange by Carol Kammen

24 Picturing the Grange: 130 Years by Andrew Baugnet

29 Exhibit Review: The Great Migration by Nancy Solomon

30 The American Play-Party in Context by Nancy Cassell McEntire

35 Vaughn Ward: A Tribute

36 Introduction to The Witch of Mad Dog Hill by Vaughn Ward

39 Stacked Enchiladas and Pizza Pie by Vaughn Ward

44 Transition: Hanna Griff by Mary Zwolinski

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

3 New York Folklore Society News

4 Upstate by Varick Chittenden

5 Downstate by Steve Zeitlin

13 Eye of the Camera by Martha Cooper

22 Foodways by Lynn Case EKfelt

28 On Air by James Moreira

34 Lawyer’s Sidebar by Paul Rapp

41 Archival Questions by Nancy Johnson

43 Media Works by Barry Dornfeld

45 Book Reviews

47 Announcements
FEATURES

8 Hallowed Ground Photographs by Martha Cooper

10 Benjamin Botkin by Michael L. Murray

11 Growing Up in Folklore: A Conversation with Ben Botkin’s Children, Dorothy Rosenthal and Daniel Botkin

16 Two Classic Articles by B. A. Botkin: "We Called It 'Living Lore'" and "The Spiels of New York"

22 Teaming Up with Oxen: A Farm Tradition by Kathleen E. Suits-Smith

26 The Lisanti Family Chapel in Williamsbridge, the Bronx by Joseph Sciorra

33 A Bridge in Binghamton: A Community Museum Reaches Out to Schools and Families by Merrill Douglas

36 Growing Up in the City Short stories by Barbara Rothman and Laura Silver

39 Wooden Whimsy: Gary Rathbone by Mary Zwolinski

41 Passing Tradition to the Young: Norma “Granny” Sweet and Alice Colvin Clemens

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

3 New York Folklore Society News

6 Upstate by Varick Chittenden

7 Downstate by Steve Zeitlin and Ilana Harlow

21 Media Works by Barry Dornfeld

24 Eye of the Camera by Martha Cooper

25 Foodways by Lynn Case Ekfelt

31 On Air by Varick A. Chittenden and Lamar Bliss

40 Lawyer’s Sidebar by Paul Rapp

43 Archival Questions by Nancy Johnson

44 Book Reviews

46 Announcements
FEATURES

6 New York on the National Mall: Folklorists Interpret the City for the Smithsonian by Cathy Ragland

10 Poaching! Ethics in Folklore by Amy Godine

14 The Polish American Lullaby: A Case Study by Maryann McCabe

22 In 2/4 Time: The Polka and the Accordion in North America by Mark Kohan

28 Stand Clear of the Closing Doors! by Ryn Gargulinski

32 Across Borders: Beadwork in Iroquois Life by Lynne Williamson

34 The Magic of Pirate Gold: A New York Merchant and Captain Kyd’s Treasure by Robert A. Emery

37 Ike the Pike by Shirlee Kresh Hecker

39 The Tale of a Trail: Material Culture Along Ridge Road by Allen G. Noble

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

3 New York Folklore Society News

4 Upstate by Varick Chittenden

5 Downstate by Steve Zeitlin

12 Media Works by Barry Dornfeld

20 On Air by Kate Koperski

24 Eye of the Camera by Martha Cooper

26 Lawyer’s Sidebar by Paul C. Rapp

27 Archival Questions by Nancy Johnson

43 Book Reviews

45 Announcements
FEATURES

8 Mediating between Two Worlds: The Sonideros of Mexican Youth Dances by Cathy Ragland

18 The Farmhouse as Boarding House: Sharing Values and Sharing Space in the Catskills by Virginia Scheer

24 "Chawing Chewing Gum" by Stanley A. Ransom

28 A Body of Art: Beautiful Brides in India by Pravina Shukla

37 I Do? Northern New York’s Mock Weddings by Brenda Verardi

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

3 New York Folklore Society News

6 Downstate by Steve Zeitlin

15 Media Works by Barry Dornfeld

16 Eye of the Camera by Martha Cooper

27 Lawyer’s Sidebar by Paul C. Rapp

34 On Air by Dale W. Johnson

36 Archival Questions by Karen Taussig-Lux

43 Book Reviews

45 Announcements

47 Obituary Clarence "Daddy Dick" Richards by Vaughn Ward
New York Folklore
(1975-1999)
vii Introduction: Empire State of Change and Continuity by Robert Baron

Articles

1 Thoughts on the Role of Folk Arts in the Ecology of Culture by John W. Suter
17 Welcome to Your Second Home by Ray Allen, Joseph Sciorra and Steve Zeitlin
25 Cherish the Ladies Mick Moloney
43 Splendid Companionship and Practical Assistance Joyce Ice
53 Local and Personal: An Introduction To Farm Stands by Janis Benincasa, Ned Pratt and Ellen McHale
59 Between the Branches by Doug DeNatale
73 You Hear the Ice Talking by Shelly Posen
91 Roger Kelly: Reminiscing On Old Time Music by James Kimball
101 Liner notes for “Chesta E La Voci Ca Canuscite” – “This is the Voice You Know”: Southern Italian Mountain Music from Calabria, Campania, Basilicata and Abruzzo. Global Village C675 by Anna L. Chairetakis
113 Ritual Renewal: Polish-American Easter Traditions by Kate Koperski
123 Particles of the Past Sandmining on Long Island 1870’s’1980’s by Elly Shodell
135 Wit, Work, and Wisdom: Traditional Artistry at Sagamore by Karen Taussig-Lux
Articles

1 The Role of Nossa Senhora Aparecida Festival in Creating Brazilian-American Community by Adam Arenson


77 Representations of Racial Identity in a Contemporary Pinkster Celebration by Linda Pershing

Folklore Notes

97 "That Farm Was Her Heart and Soul" by Felicia McMahon

107 Unraveling the History and Meaning of the Term 'Folknik' by Michael Stone

113 An Undergraduate Ghost Rumor by Robert A. Emery

Obituaries

115 Bruce Buckley and Roderick Roberts

Book Reviews

117 Devine, comp., Devine's Folk Lore of Newfoundland in Old Words, Phrases, and Expressions their Origin and Meaning by W. K. McNeil

118 Cruikshank, The Social Life of Stories: Narrative and Knowledge in the Yukon Territory by Rebecca Maksel

120 Thompson, A Folklorist's Progress: Reflections of a Scholar's Life by Bill Stanford Pincheon

122 Owomoyela, Yoruba Trickster Tales by Katherine M. Spiritos

123 Mieder and Bryan, comps., Proverbs in World Literature: A Bibliography by Bill Nicholaisen
Articles

1 Just Like a Ghost: A Reflexive Analysis of Three Spiritualist Belief Narratives by Jennifer E. Porter

25 Dyngus Days and Koledy Nights: Folk Celebrations in Polish-American Communities by Deborah Anders Silverman

39 Golem as Gentile, Golem as Sabra: An Analysis of the Manipulation of Stereotypes of Self and Other in Literary Treatments of a Legendary Jewish Figure by Danusha Goska

65 The New Age: Where Folklore and Cultural Studies Meet Retail and Belief by Bruce Lionel Mason and Eileen Mary Condon

Book Reviews

89 Croy, Jesses James Was My Neighbor by W. K. McNeil

91 Fisher, The Emergence of Standard English by W. K. McNeil

93 Judson, Myths and Legends of the Pacific Northwest by W. K. McNeil

95 Kingsbury, Kingsbury, and Mieder, Weather Wisdom: Proverbs, Superstitions and Signs by Laura J. Bobrow

96 Manuel, Bilby, and Larghey, Caribbean Currents: From Rumba to Reggae by Paul Austerlitz

99 Zipes, Fairy Tale as Myth—Myth as Fairy Tale by W. F. H. Nicolaisen
Articles

1 "From New York City down to the Gulf of Mexico": Highway 61 in African-American Blues, Bob Dylan Songs, and Canadian Film by Peter Narváez

37 Knowing the Score: The Transmission of Musician Jokes among Professional and Semi-Professional Musicians by Nancy Groce

49 Lithuanian Landscapes in America: Houses, Yards, and Gardens in Scranton, Pennsylvania by Gerald L. Pocius

89 Parallax: History and Moral Truth by John Carter

103 Negotiating Equitable Intervention: Marketing vs. Human Relations Theory by A. H. Walle

Book Reviews

115 Cooper and Sciorra, R.I.P.: Memorial Wall Art by W. K. McNeil

117 Del Guidice, ed., Studies in Italian American Folklore by Nancy Piatkowski

119 Finnegan and Orbell, eds., South Pacific Oral Traditions by Mary Arnold Twining

121 Georges and Jones, Folkloristics: An Introduction by Diane Tye


125 O’Leary, The Tancook Schooners: An Island and Its Boats by Michael J. Chiarappa

127 Zipes, Creative Storytelling: Building Community, Changing Lives by Sharon Humphries-Brooks
Proceedings of the Fiftieth Anniversary Fall Conference

Keynote Addresses

1 Taking a Breath by Bess Lomax Hawes

13 “It Ought to Be Returned to Them....It Needed to Be Spread Around”: Reflections on Public Folklore Then and Now by Robert Baron

Panel

39 Who Inherits the Tradition? by Robert Bethke, Colleen Cleveland, Nina Jaffe, Tom Porter, Vaughn Ward

Folklore in Theory

75 "A Yorker by Choice, A Folklorist by Persuasion": B. A. Botkin, Public (Folklore) Intellectual by Jerrold Hirsch

Making Folklife Theory Public Debora Kodish 103

History and Regionalism in the Work of John Mason Brewer John W. Roberts 113

Folklore in Action Research and Restore: Two Goals, One Society Bruce Buckley 127

Folklore in New York State: The NYSCA Era Karen Taussig-Lux and Jessica M. Payne 137

Photograph Album

Photos by Nicole Keys 151

Voices of Tradition Elsie Edith Cutting Joyce Ice 155

Interview with Edith Cutting Melissa Ladenheim 161

Book Reviews


195 Greenhill, Ethnicity in the Mainstream: Three Studies of English Canadian Culture in Ontario by Peter Narváez

197 Wright, Traveling the High Way Home: Ralph Stanley and the World of Bluegrass Music by Jack Shortlidge
Articles

1 Calico Indians and Pistol Pills: Traditional Drama, Historical Symbols, and Political Actions in Upstate New York by Rachelle H. Saltzman

19 “We’re not here just to plant. We have a culture.” An Ethnography of the South Bronx Casita Rincón Criollo by Joseph Sciorra and Martha Cooper

43 Coffee Farmers and the Politics of Representation: What’s in a Good Cup of Coffee? by Olivia Cadaval


Folklore Note

75 Miniature Marimbas: Migrant Workers’ Memories of Home by Jayne Howell

Book Reviews

83 Henderson, ed. and trans., The Maiden Who Rose from the Sea and Other Finnish Folktales; Sherman, Rachel the Clever and Other Jewish Folktales by Bob DeVino

85 Jones, ed., Putting Folklore to Use by Deborah Blincoe

89 Lawless, Holy Women, Wholly Women: Sharing Ministries through Life Stories and Reciprocal Ethnography by Jody Shapiro Davie

91 McCarthy, ed., Jack in Two Worlds by Robert M. Rennick

95 Nelson, ed., Material Culture and People’s Art Among the Norwegians in America by Philip Nusbaum

98 Rosenberg, ed., Transforming Tradition: Folk Music Revivals Examined by Nancy Groce

Video Review

100 Ochs, dir., Micho Russell: Ireland’s Whistling Ambassador by Nancy Groce
Editors’ Foreword

Articles

1 Out of the Abstract: The Development of the Study of Irish Folklife by Linda M. Ballard
15 Jocular Conversation and Conversational Joke Telling: A Case Study by Philip Nusbaum

Photo Essay

39 Making and Baking Bagels at Turnpike Bagels, circa 1972 by Harvey Nusbaum and Philip Nusbaum

Folklore Note

47 A History of West Indian Carnival in New York City to 1978 by Donald R. Hill

Voice of Tradition

67 Allen Walton of Essex County, An Adirondack Knight of the Road by Amy Godine

Reviews

95 Allen, Singing in the Spirit: African-American Sacred Quartets in New York City by Timothy J. Cooley
97 Boyes, The Imagined Village: Culture, Ideology and the English Folk Revival by Peter Narváez
105 Frisch, A Shared Authority: Essays on the Craft and Meaning of Oral and Public History by Betty J. Belanus
107 Harrison-Pepper, Drawing a Circle in the Square: Street Performing in New York’s Washington Square Park by Stephen Mamula
109 Ives, George Magoon and the Down East Game War: History, Folklore, and the Law by Melissa Ladenheim
111 Keil and Keil, Polka Happiness by Timothy J. Cooley
113 Magliocco, *The Two Madonnas: The Politics of Two Festivals in a Sardinian Community* by Nancy M. Piatkowski

115 Norkunas, *Politics of Public Memory: Tourism, History and Ethnicity in Monterey, California* by Eleanor Wachs

118 Waits, *The Modern Christmas in America: A Cultural History of Gift Giving* by Nancy M. Piatkowski

119 Zumwalt, *Wealth and Rebellion: Elsie Clews Parson, Anthropologist and Folklorist* by Dayna Bowker Lee

123 Editorial Policy
Articles

1 Hooked on Carving: Ice Fishing Decoy Carving in Michigan by C. Kurt Dewhurst

19 Spear Fishing and Spear Fishing Decoy Collecting: Connected Yet Separate Existential Worlds by Philip Nusbaum

43 Alex Maulson, Winter Spearer by James P. Leary

59 Regional Sports: "Playing" with Politics in the Adirondacks by Felicia Faye McMahon

75 A Place Called Gahaine: The Haunted Hill in Contemporary Seneca Story by Stephen C. Wehmeyer

87 Reconsidering Rollerskating: The Body Moving between Play and Performance by Justine McGovern

Folklore Notes

99 Communication Regarding the Identity of the Leatherman by A. W. Sadler

103 Was Susan Fenimore Cooper a Revenant? by Robert A. Emery

Reviews

107 Baron and Spitzer, eds., Public Folklore by Nancy Groce

109 Chairetakis and Sciorra, Malidittu la Lingua/Damned Language: Vincenzo Ancona, Poetry and Miniatures by Steve Siporin

111 Cohen, The Dutch-American Farm by Simon J. Bronner

114 Harvey, Contemporary Irish Traditional Narrative: The English Language Tradition and Sexton, Mayan Folktales: Folklore from Lake Atitlán, Guatemala by Rachelle H. Saltzman

120 Johnstone, Stories, Community, and Place: Narratives from Middle America by Philip Nusbaum

121 Lawson, The Rules of Speed Chess by Nancy Groce

122 Mieder, Kingsbury, Harder, eds., A Dictionary of American Proverbs by W. F. H. Nicolaisen

125 Stahl, Literary Folkloristics and the Personal Narrative by Stephen W. Keller

127 Schoolcraft, Algic Researches: Indian Tales and Legends, Volumes I & II by Harold Kugelmass

129 Tomlan, Tinged with Gold: Hop Culture in the United States by Yvonne R. Lockwood

131 Whittier, Legends of New England by Peter Voorheis
Prejudice and Pride: Lesbian and Gay Traditions in America

Editorial Essay

1 The Dangers of Authenticity by Deborah Blincoe and John Forrest

Introduction

15 Coming Out, Coming Home: Reclaiming a Place to Belong by Joseph P. Goodwin

Articles

27 Hothead Paisan: Clearing a Space for a Lesbian Feminist Folklore by Dana A. Heller

45 Gay Men’s English: Cooperative Discourse in a Language of Risk by William Leap

71 Something to Remember Me By: Maupin’s Tales of the City Novels as Artifacts in Contemporary Gay Folk Culture by Jimmy D. Browning

89 "I Would Rather Be Fixated on the Lord": Women’s Religion, Men’s Power, and the "Dignity" Problem by Leonard Norman Primiano

105 Body Rhetoric: A Study in Lesbian Coding by Jan Laude

121 Untitled: Opus 7 (This is Folklore) or Purity and Danger: An Interpretation by Charles Bergengren

Voice of Tradition

155 Two Spirited People: Understanding Who We Are as Creation by Curtis Harris and Leota Lone Dog

165 Lesbian Folklore: A New Day Coming by Jan Phillips

181 Lesbian Code: Dyke Spotting in Heteropatriarchyland by Alix Dobkin

185 Who’s No Lady? Excerpts from an Oral History of New York City’s 82 Club by Joe E. Jeffreys
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